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"Douglas's figure is that of an unbearable being, one that would be grateful not to have been brought forth at all. The way he vouches for it is expressive of his extraordinary meekness and tenderness of spirit. His artistry, finely drawn as it was at this stage, was to the fore as to turn the picture surface into the fictional ground or recess which his vexed figure might stray into and haunt. When his figure first appeared in his student days, there was little he could do to give it a setting for lack of appropriate ground and over-all design. Such impediments have been worked through in recent years and his figure had been found in a variety of situations most of them, however, of a dark design."

Techniques for creating antinomies that the figure creates: figure and ground, inside and outside, space and mass, live and inert and so on, have been developed and reworked from time to time, including most recently in the expressionist revival. The issue apparently is one that stays open all the same, leaving it to the spirit of ones workmanship to effect some kind of the plastered finish of oils on canvas, worked instead with chalk and crayons on crumpled and muddled paper glued on cloth. He stuck to unobtrusive colour; grays browns and blacks which kept thickening and receding as he worked his pictures to a finish. These detours helped him to arrive at an uneasy middle ground, an odd state of undifferentiated being where it is night when it is day, where each part of the picture is outside as much as inside, where the figure, is as unresisting as the ground and possessively gone over and over again until the picture was exhausted and done. In that kind of a finish which Douglas is able to achieve in his late works his figure turns decidedly picturesque. It turns out in the end to be amazingly constant, only a great deal more pictorial than at the beginning when he thought he was no more than seeded and conceived to be.

– Josef James
POET & BUTTERFLY - I
Mixed Media on Wood
Size : 4" Diameter
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